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Street views showing different housing types as they 
appear when accessed via pedestrian or cycle only 
routes, including along the Greenway and around the 
lock area.

RESIDENTIAL STREET VIEWS
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Looking across the permanent water feature towards 
the apartment buildings in Block 2. The residential 
blocks step up gradually as they get closer to the river. 

VIEW ACROSS WATER FEATURE TO APARTMENTS
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Looking south over the water feature with residential 
block 2 on the left and Block 1 residential in the 
distance. The splaying shape of the boulevard allows 
sunlight to penetrate far into the public realm from 
morning to afternoon. 

VIEW ACROSS WATER FEATURE TOWARDS BLOCK 1
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A dark grey mansard style roof extension sits on top of 
a bold industrial brick. Fully glazed ground floors offer 
flexible accommodation for food & beverage or retail 
uses.

BLOCK 4 APARTMENTS VIEWED OVER WATER FEATURE
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Approaching the Town Square from Block 5 with the 
cinema building and active ground floor to the left. 
An open rain garden / swale on the right provides 
an overland drainage flow route as required by the 
Environment Agency.

BLOCK 5 TOWARDS TOWN SQUARE
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Canal Road will benefit from a strong new avenue 
of trees that buffers the proposed buildings and car 
parking from existing residents to the north. 

LOOKING DOWN CANAL ROAD TOWARDS LEISURE BLOCK
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At the bottom of the new access road when driving 
in from Trenchard Way - Canal Road is blocked off to 
vehicles with an potential bus/emergency vehicle route 
retained. The apartment buildings of Block 2 start off 
lower at this end and gradually step up towards the 
river.

CANAL ROAD TOWARDS BLOCK 2 APARTMENTS
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Looking across the bottom of the amphitheatre when 
standing below the bridge on Priory Bridge Road - 
the new apartment buildings and Block 1 landmark 
building face each other across the river. 

ALONG CYCLE PATH LOOKING EAST
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Block 2 and 4 apartment buildings step up in scale from 
east to west. Set back top floors soften the mass of the 
buildings and bold red brick warehouse forms fan out 
along the riverside. 

LOOKING BACK TOWARDS APARTMENTS FROM PBR BRIDGE EAT
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Apartment buildings are spread out along the riverside 
to capitalise on high value water views. All river facing 
apartments will have generous full width balconies 
overlooking the water. 

VIEWS ALONG THE RIVER
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The landmark building on Block 1 presents a lower 
scale to Priory Bridge Road stepping down as the new 
buildings progress east past Viridor 

VIEW LOOKING NORTH DOWN PRIORY BRIDGE ROAD
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The new buildings have a logical relationship with the 
Viridor building, stepping down to the east and up to 
the west. A gap between Block 1 landmark building 
and Viridor allows glimpsed view through to Block 2 
apartments on the north of the river. 

VIEW LOOKING PAST LISTED COLLAR FACTORY WITH NEW BUILDINGS EITHER SIDE OF VIRIDOR
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The new landmark building on Block 1 follows a more 
contemporary version of the warehouse typology. 
Generous balconies face the river and look over Priory 
Bridge Road. 

VIEW FROM PBR BRIDGE TOWARDS BLOCK 1
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NET ZERO CARBON TOOLKIT, MARCH 2022

The Toolkit, whilst not being planning policy in itself, 
is designed to assist in the planning, design and 
construction of new build or retrofit housing projects. It 
provides an excellent companion to the net zero

design process and aspirational standards included in 
the Districtwide Design Guide SPD and may assist in 
understanding how best to respond to questions in the 
Climate Emergency Checklist, Energy Statement and 
Sustainability Checklist required in support of planning 
applications. It also provides additional detail to support, 
encourage and provide confidence for retrofit projects.

It provides a technical, go to guide on what to consider 
in the very early stages of design; how to achieve fabric 
energy efficiency; what systems to include; where to go 
for expert advice; and what to consider once you have 
finished your housing project and you are handing over 
to occupants.

We have used the toolkit to ensure the development 
is following the key principles to achieve maximum 
efficiency and sustainability.

RENEWABLE ENERGY 
GENERATION

ENERGY EFFICIENY LOW CARBON HEAT
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Sustainability is an imperative part of the scheme, 
especially as Taunton is aiming for carbon neutrality by 
2030.

The following initiatives are included within the 
development and explored in more detail within this 
section:

Cycle hub with parking, lockers and 
charging.

Well connected, attractive, safe 
cycle routes

Solar PVs to all suitable roofs.

High priority given to landscaping, 
green spaces and planting.

Sustainable drainage strategy 
intergrated into landscape design.

High quality green amenity spaces 
for the public and residents to feel 
the benefits of outdoor spaces.

Well considered recycling facilities 
to encourage sustainable habits.

Mechanical heat recovery to all 
dwellings.

Highly efficient insulation and good 
airtightness to all dwellings.

Energy centre using the river to 
provide low carbon heat and hot 
water to the development.

SUSTAINABILITY SUMMARY

Consideration given to orientation 
of buildings.
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CLIMATE POSITIVE PLANNING, INTERIM GUIDANCE STATEMENT ON PLANNING FOR THE CLIMATE AND ECOLOGICAL EMERGENCY, MARCH 2022

CLIMATE EMERGENCY CHECKLIST:Whilst the Statement is not in itself planning policy, it is 
an explanatory document, underlining that the Climate 
and Ecological Emergency is a material consideration, 
and identifying how the requirements of development 
plan policy may be viewed in assessing development 
proposals.

The Council has declared a Climate Emergency and 
committed to working towards carbon neutrality by 
2030. The Somerset Climate Emergency Strategy2 
and the SWT Carbon Neutrality and Climate Resilience 
(CNCR) Action Plan3 both clearly identify the roles 
that the planning system can play in tackling the 
climate emergency in relation to both mitigation of and 
adaptation to the climate change that is projected to 
occur.

Planning plays a key role in:

• Determining the location and mix of development;

• Approving the details of how that development 
comes forward;

• Influencing how future residents and occupiers of 
development travel and interact with their immediate 
environments;

• Enabling buildings to be or become carbon neutral 
including in relation to energy efficiency, the 
introduction of low carbon heat and renewable 
energy; and

• Bringing forward new renewable energy generating 
infrastructure.

Section 8 of the statement contains the Climate 
Emergency Checklist, which is referred to here with 
responses relevant to the development.

1. Does the development reduce the need to travel? 

The council’s vision for Firepool is to create a mixed-
use neighbourhood where sustainable places to live sit 
alongside a new leisure destination for the town. Space 
for retail, entertainment and work are alongside homes.

2. Will the location, layout, design and infrastructure 
of the development encourage residents / occupiers / 
visitors /customers to travel sustainably?

The Firepool site is in a very sustainable location adjacent 
to the train station and within close distance to the town 
centre. Cycling and walking have been given priority 
across the site with vehicular roads kept to the minimum 
required to service the development plots. 

Cycle routes through and around the site have been 
designed to connect with existing wider context making 
cycling an appealing mode of transport.

The site incorporates numerous cycle parking spaces 
around the site as well as a cycle hub building, which 
includes lockers and solar powered electric charging 
points.

Provision for electric vehicle charging around the site 
will be developed in later stages.

3. Is the development energy efficient in design and 
utilising opportunities for passive design?

The development has been designed to take advantage 
of passive design opportunities. The terraces of houses 
are orientated at 33° from south so that dwellings face 
north-east and south-west. The percentage of glazing 
will be tailored to each orientation to gain advantage 
of solar gain to the south and minimize heat loss to the 
north. The ground floor plans have been designed so 
that the front entrance could be on either side with the 
living space always orientated south and the kitchen 
diner to the north.

The building envelopes will be detailed to minimise cold 
bridging and the building forms are designed to minimise 
surface area / area ratios which will help increase energy 
efficiency.

Most apartments are dual aspect, which allows for better 
natural ventilation and improved natural daylighting. 
Single aspect apartments facing either east or west 
have shallower floor plans so they are not stuffy or dark.

4. Does the development utilise site specific opportunities 
to mitigate carbon emissions effectively?

The design uses the movement routes through the 
site as an opportunity to maximise green spaces and 
landscaping. Routes through the site a predominantly 
pedestrian and cycle routes, which has allowed for 
landscaping to be integral to the design. This provides 
benefits to biodiversity, air quality, natural shading and 
wellbeing. 

Buildings should have good air tightness and excellent 
u-values to minimise energy loss, reducing the need for 
heating and cooling. 

The development will be all electric, with heating and 
cooling likely provided by a district heat network ‘water 
source heat pump’ which is a low carbon technology. 
Solar PVs are located on south facing pitched and flat 
roofs. 

5. Will construction utilise circular economy principles 
and/or sustainable sources in material selection and 
use?

Material selection will be part of the following detailed 
design stages however the Masterplan materials strategy 
has already begun to set principles that should be 
followed as the detailed design progresses. The public 
realm and hard landscaping follow the principles of the 
Somerset West & Taunton ‘Public Realm Design Guide’ 
which embraces the Garden Town vision. 

For the proposed buildings a palette of low embodied 
carbon materials such as natural stone, brickwork, 
slate and zinc are encouraged. Building form has been 
made efficient to reduce external envelope material use. 
Adopting regular structural grids opens the possibility 
to utilise Modern Methods of Construction (MMC) 
such as prefabricated housing and apartment which 
will significantly reduce the amount of material waste. 
Consideration will be given during detailed design to 
ensuring a long life for the buildings so that they can be 
repurposed in the future. 

Where demolition is required buildings will be easy to 
dismantle and recycle.

6. Will the development foster sustainable habits from 
future residents / occupiers?

The development aims to foster sustainable habits 
from the future residents by providing ample cycle 
storage and attractive safe cycle and pedestrian routes, 
combined with reduced parking, this will encourage 
people to cycle or walk rather than use cars. 

Efficient heating and ventilation systems will encourage 
residents to take an interest in their energy use and 
encourage efficiency and reduce cost.

Areas of landscaping adjacent to homes will incorporate 
elements of passive drainage this will reduce the need 
for watering in the summer and reduce flooding risk in 
the winter, hopefully this will also inspire residents to 
manage their private gardens in a similar way.

7. Does the development and its green infrastructure 
respond to projected localised impacts of the climate 
change that are already in motion?

The landscaping has been carefully considered to 
ensure best drought resistance by considering species 
planted and ensuring ample soil and protection of tree 
pits to ensure room for trees to thrive. The large areas of 
landscaping and water feature will help attenuate surface 
water and reduce the potential for flash flooding. Trees 
and planting will also provide natural cooling, improved 
air quality and shading.

8. Does the development effectively respond to the 
ecological emergency by protecting and enhancing 
ecology within and nearby the site as well as mitigating 
wider impacts?

Promoting bio-diversity, ecology and wellbeing 
though the landscape architecture is at the core of the 
development. The built forms are all focused around 
landscaped areas and features. A Biodiversity Net Gain 
Assessment has been completed and states that ‘the 
proposed development can deliver a net gain onsite, 
including the 10% uplift in biodiversity as requested by 
Somerset West and Taunton Council’.
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9.00 PARAMETER PLANS

MOVEMENT:
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9.00 PARAMETER PLANS

PUBLIC REALM & GREEN 
INFRASTRUCTURE:
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9.00 PARAMETER PLANS

FRONTAGES:
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LAND USE:

NOTE: Floorspace and numbers of 
units refers to maximum allowable 
rather than indicative building floor 
plans within Section 6.00

9.00 PARAMETER PLANS
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9.00 PARAMETER PLANS

HEIGHTS:
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10.00     DELIVERY &      
     IMPLEMENTATION



FIREPOOL MASTERPLAN - TAUNTON / SITE APPRAISAL

10.01 SUPPORTING EVIDENCE/REPORTS

PLANNING/ FP1 COMPLIANCE & VARIATIONS

The Firepool site has been covered by planning policy 
allocations for nearly fifteen years, it is widely recognised 
that the masterplan will not now fully comply with the 
adopted policy position within the Area Action Plan. This 
section identifies the areas of compliance, and provides 
a rationale and justification for those areas where the 
masterplan varies from the adopted policy. We also 
provide a high-level review of the key other local and 
national policy guidance which the scheme does broadly 
comply with. 

The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 
(Section 38(6)) provides that planning decisions shall be 
taken in accordance with the Development Plan unless 
other material considerations indicate otherwise. The 
Development Plan comprises:

• The Taunton Deane Core Strategy (CS), adopted in 
2012;

• The Town Centre Area Action Plan (AAP), adopted 
in 2008; and 

• The Site Allocation Development Management Plan 
(SADMP) adopted in 2016

The Core Strategy (Policy SP1) makes it clear that the 
Taunton urban area will remain the strategic focus for 
growth and will be the focal point for new development. 
It states that priority has been given to the regeneration 
and expansion of the town centre, with a number of 
strategic sites allocated in the adopted Taunton Town 
Centre Area Action Plan (2008). Meanwhile, Policy DM1 
seeks to ensure new development makes the most 
effective and efficient use of land, giving preference to 
the recycling of previously developed (brownfield) land.

The associated policy maps show the site is allocated 
for mixed use development. Other relevant material 
considerations and supplementary planning guidance 
have been discussed in further detail throughout the 
masterplan document including Design Code guidance.

Planning policy guidance is set at a national level in the 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021) and 
associated Planning Practice Guidance (PPG). The NPPF 
is unequivocal that planning decisions should promote 
the effective use of land in meeting development needs, 
while safeguarding and improving the environment 
and ensuring safe and healthy living conditions. Local 
planning authorities should set out a clear strategy for 
accommodating development needs with the aim of 
making as much use as possible of previously developed 
or ‘brownfield’ land (paragraph 117). Paragraph 120 
directs that planning decisions should: “give substantial 
weight to the value of using suitable brownfield land 
within settlements for development needs and promote 
and support the development of under-utilised land and 
buildings.”

Paragraph 124 of the NPPF further states that planning 
decisions should support development that makes 
efficient use of land, taking into account: 

a) The identified need for different times of development 
and the availability of appropriate land to accommodate 
it;

b) Local market conditions and viability;

c) The availability and capacity of infrastructure and 
services – both existing and proposed – as well as their 
potential for further improvement and the scope to 
promote sustainable travel modes that limit future car 
use;

d) The desirability of maintaining an area’s prevailing 
character and setting, or of promoting regeneration and 
change; and

e) The importance of securing well-designed, attractive 
and healthy places.

We haven’t provided a full analysis of all of the above-
mentioned policy documents as this will take place 
during the preparation and submission of subsequent 
planning applications. However, we conclude that the 
masterplan proposals are clearly in accordance with the 
broad thrust of the above mentioned national and local 
planning policy documents in terms of the effective 
and efficient reuse of previously developed sites 
which in turn will deliver significant economic, social 
and environmental benefits. We do however accept 
that there is a reasonable degree of variance from the 
detailed allocation policy for the site contained within 
the Town Centre Area Action Plan, notably the text 
within policy FP1 and FP2. We therefore deal with these 
policy provisions below.  

The Town Centre Area Action Plan (AAP)

The AAP for Taunton was adopted in 2008, before the 
Core Strategy and references the revoked Regional 
Spatial Strategies and the former Taunton Deane Local 
Plan 2004.

The application site lies within the northern part of the 
Firepool site which is allocated in the AAP (Policies FP1 
and FP2) for mixed-use development.

Policy FP1

Policy FP 1 states that the development will provide:

a) At least 47,000 sq m (net) office space

b) Approximately 8,000 sq m gross of additional retail 
and leisure floorspace, of which 4,000 sq m gross should 
be convenience retailing 

c) Approximately 400 dwellings, 25% of which should be 
affordable housing

d) A 500-space multi-storey car park (screened with 
single aspect development where it adjoins public space)

e) A 3- or 4-star hotel with at least 100 bedrooms 

f) Primary healthcare facilities 

g) The relocation of the Produce Market within the town 
centre 

h) A ‘’boulevard’’ linking the railway station with the 
River Tone and Priory Bridge Road

i) Public conveniences close to public parking and the 
River Tone, to replace the existing facilities at Canal 
Road and Priory Bridge Road 

j) Potential for active street level uses at locations shown 
on the Proposals Map

k) High quality riverside promenades 

l) A contribution towards public art at 0.3% of construction 
costs

Compliance with General Policy Provisions of FP1 (d, 
g-l) 

This section therefore reviews the compliance against 
the general principles within Policy FP1. We deal with 
the compliance with uses later below.

The masterplan scheme will deliver the general provisions 
within the policy wording above including: 

h) boulevard,

i) public conveniences, 

j) active street level frontages and 

k) high quality riverside promenades and 

l) public art.

There are however two main elements within FP1 
(excluding uses) which the masterplan will not deliver, 
these being:  

d) 500-space multi-storey car park (screened with single 
aspect development where it adjoins public space) and  

g) The relocation of the Produce Market within the town 
centre 

Theses two elements have clearly been superseded by 
events over time. There has been a clear shift in parking 
strategy within Taunton, replacement and new provision 
elsewhere (including at the station north of the site), and 
the provision of a 500 space car park will be at odds with 
the Taunton Garden Town ambitions. 

The produce market has not operated from the site for 
a number of years and a weekly farmers market now 

operates from within the High Street so there is no 
longer a requirement to make any additional provision.     

In addition to the key policy text outlined above, further 
relevant points arising from the AAP in respect of the 
FP1 part of the Firepool site which the masterplan is in 
compliance with includes the following: 

• It states development should be structured around 
a wide ‘boulevard’ linking the railway station with 
the River Tone and Priory Bridge Road (and from 
these points, via other sites, to the existing town 
centre). 

• It states the development is likely to require 
buildings averaging 4-5 storeys, with potential 
for taller structures (up to 8 storeys) in selected 
locations. 

• Buildings will need to contain active ground level 
uses on main streets and the riverside, and they 
should be adaptable to allow future changes of use. 

• Retail use will be essential to create activity at street 
level; however, large retail units with surface parking 
and servicing would not be compatible with the 
type of urban environment that is sought. About 
half of the retail and leisure space should be used 
for convenience sales, with the remainder being 
devoted to comparison goods, leisure space, cafes, 
bars and restaurants. 

• A high-quality public realm will be key to a 
successful development.

Paragraph 13.8 states that:

“The timing of projects, especially for public space, 
leisure and culture, will depend on resources. Flexibility 
is needed to respond to funding opportunities and to 
allow time to put together funding packages. Phasing 
is not meant to be a rigid blueprint, and the Borough 
Council will adopt a positive approach where developers 
wish to progress schemes earlier than anticipated”.

The above text is particularly relevant for the 
implementation of applications which have been 
submitted to facilitate the access, infrastructure and 
enabling and the southern boulevard works.
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PLANNING/ FP1 COMPLIANCE & VARIATIONS

Compliance with Uses with FP1 (a-c, e - f)

Offices 

Following the adoption of the Taunton Centre Area 
Action Plan (AAP) in 2008 which proposed an office-led 
redevelopment of the wider Firepool site, within which 
the application site lies, outline planning permission (LPA 
Ref: 38/10/0214) was granted on 30 November 2010 for 
up to 11,200 sq m of office floorspace, up to 4,475 sqm 
of hotel floorspace, up to 49 residential units together 
with associated car parking, landscaping, infrastructure 
and access on the southern part of the Firepool site 
adjacent to Priory Bridge Road, including the now 
constructed Viridor building which was later granted 
reserved matters approval pursuant to this outline. 

However, the market conditions which had formerly 
contributed to the AAP proposals significantly shifted 
following the credit crunch and subsequent recession 
of 2008-2011. The demand for the scale of offices 
and mix of uses that the AAP envisaged for the wider 
Firepool site evaporated and has never returned. There 
are provisions for office floorspace within the innovation 
centre building being delivered by Somerset County 
Council and the recent Block 3 consent.  A market 
report is being prepared to accompany this masterplan 
document which will provide an updated commentary 
on the commercial market position to support the 
significant reduction in office floorspace from the 
original Area Action Plan. 

In addition Paragraph 2.30 of the AAP states that “the 
first phase of office development is anticipated to 
commence in 2009”. Some 13 years later, the majority 
of the site remains undeveloped. The Planning Practice 
Guidance states that the planning history of a site can 
be a relevant consideration in the determination of an 
application and local planning authorities should take 
into consideration evidence as to the reasons why an 
earlier permission or proposal was not implemented.

Retail

The previous scheme for St Modwen was retail led 
and whilst approved (following a revised application 
submission), the masterplan and design approach to 
the site was compromised by the extent of surface level 
parking and large retail units which sought to meet 
potential occupier interest at that point in time. However, 
the change in the retail market over the past few years 
has been well documented. Even before Covid-19 the 
nature of floorspace provision within FP1 is highly 
unlikely to come forward given the drop in occupier 
demand, especially in non-convenience floorspace. 
There is a risk that further significant retail floorspace 
on the site will add to ever increasing pressures to retain 
the vitality of the existing high street area. Even during 

the previous St Modwen application process there were 
significant changes in occupier interest which ultimately 
led the scheme to being unviable to deliver. The 
convenience retailing floorspace requirements are now 
being delivered elsewhere within Taunton including the 
recent Lidl store opening on Roman Road (late 2021) 
and Aldi’s proposed scheme at Chip Lane (subject to 
Section 106 signing).  

An updated retail market commentary is being provided 
to accompany the masterplan document which will 
provide further commercial agent analysis of the likely 
demand (and justify the reduction compared to the AAP 
provision).

Leisure / Hotel / Health

The masterplan proposals retain a significant element of 
leisure floorspace, a hotel and healthcare provision and 
therefore remain in accordance with FP1. 

Residential

The key difference between the proposals within the 
masterplan and the previous St Modwen scheme is 
the reduction in retail floorspace and the increase in 
residential dwellings. The masterplan proposals will 
deliver in excess of the ‘approximately 400’ proposed 
within FP1. At this stage the exact tenure split including 
the provision of affordable housing (25% in FP1) is not 
known as further work will be required with regards to 
overall site wide viability. If not defined in the masterplan 
at this stage, this will be considered through the 
subsequent planning applications on the site which will 
need to be supported by open book viability appraisal 
(if below 25%).  Current viability studies are expected to 
show that it is unviable to deliver the affordable housing 
alongside other priorities, assuming priorities remain the 
same. 

Compliance with FP2

Policy FP2 details the Riverside - Transport Measures 
that will be required:

The Riverside development will provide the following 
transport measures:

a) travel plans on the basis identified in Policy Tr4 and 
agreed with the County Council

b) car and cycle parking within developments in 
accordance with the Somerset Parking Strategy

c) a minimum of 200 public parking spaces during 
construction and on completion of the development

d) a priority bus and cycle route from the railway station 
via the boulevard to Priory Bridge Road, including high-
quality provision for waiting passengers

e) initiatives to encourage rail and bus use by employees 

and visitors

f) high-quality pedestrian and segregated cycle routes 
along each bank of the River Tone

g) shared pedestrian and cycle bridges across the River 
Tone

h) an internal layout that facilitates improved pedestrian 
and cycle links to North Taunton and Taunton East

The above-mentioned measures are largely engrained 
into the masterplan where still relevant or haven’t been 
superseded by events. The movement and linkages 
sections within the masterplan document provide 
further details on the approaches being taken.  

There are however 3 elements which will not be delivered 
by the masterplan in full;  

c) minimum of 200 public parking spaces during 
construction and on completion of the development

d) a priority bus and cycle route from the railway station 
via the boulevard to Priory Bridge Road, including high-
quality provision for waiting passengers

g) shared pedestrian and cycle bridges across the River 
Tone

At this stage the masterplan doesn’t make provision for 
a single large public car park in one place, however there 
are parking areas within the site to support individual  
land uses including the hotel for example where there 
maybe an opportunity for shared uses at different times 
of day with the cinema. As per the reference to the multi 
-storey car parking provision above, the overall Garden 
Town Strategy and Taunton wide parking strategy 
provides further justification not to provide significant 
public car parking on the site.

The removal of the bus route through the site has been 
accepted through previous scheme discussions and 
allows the provision of a high quality, pedestrian and 
cycle friendly public realm through the site. 

The delivery of Firepool South provided the pedestrian 
bridge over the Tone. A second bridge is no longer 
provided for within this masterplan for the reasons 
explained throughout the masterplan document in 
terms of enhancements to existing linkages and cycling 
and pedestrian strategy.        

Summary 

The above commentary has sought to demonstrate 
that the masterplan broadly accords with the existing 
local and national policy position. Where variation from 
the policy provisions within FP1 and 2 is sought then 
justification is provided. We would also expect that a 
full planning case will be presented within any future 
planning application submissions.  
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VIABILITY SUMMARY

High level draft viability appraisal demonstrates 
that the Firepool site faces significant challenges to 
enabling a viable and deliverable development. This 
reflects the market failure which has seen the site lay 
predominantly dormant and undelivered for the last 15 
years as commercial developers have failed to deliver a 
commercially viable scheme which also responds well 
to the site’s context and local aspirations. However, 
the Council has different options available to it which 
a commercial developer does not, and has wider 
interests in delivering increased economic, social and 
environmental value for the town centre. This is why 
the Council is taking a proactive role in bringing the site 
forward itself.

The draft viability appraisal demonstrates that fully 
policy compliant development is extremely unlikely to 
be viable. This means that policy compliant levels of 
affordable housing and other policy contributions are 
very unlikely to be achievable. It also suggests that 
delivery of the Multi-Purpose Venue is very likely to be 
reliant on securing significant additional public subsidy 
from elsewhere.

PHASING & IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

SWT has sought to maximise funding opportunities that 
will help deliver the key infrastructure works that enable 
the rest of the site to come forward. The drainage and 
levels works will be completed first, providing the basis 
for the subsequent public realm works that will see the 
“boulevard” link from the station to the river completed, 
including the Amphitheatre. These works will start in 
2022 and run through 2023.

These works will complete the raising of the levels and 
provide the Boulevard elements of the Public Realm 
which is being fully funded by grant funding and not 
Council borrowing. This will also upgrade utilities to 
remove the key barriers to further regeneration. It is 
expected the leisure elements such as the Cinema 
and Hotel will come forward as early phases with the 
possibility of being closely followed by residential uses, 
subject to phosphates solutions.

The Multi Performance Venue will be dependent on 
receipts from Firepool from commercial development 
and grant funding. Some flexibility around the venue 
may be required but the intention this adds to the 
leisure offer for the Town, subject to a viable business 
case. Leisure uses are intended to help fuse the retail 
and leisure experience in the Town Centre bringing new 
visitors into Taunton and encouraging those that already 
shop here to stay longer and enjoy a regenerated leisure 
led waterfront offer unique to Somerset.

STEWARDSHIP

Much depends on how the site is delivered. It is possible 
that the developer may sell only long leasehold interests 
in all properties and retain the freehold. This would allow 
to enforce positive covenants over the properties and 
management thereof. The intention is only the roads 
with vehicle traffic will be adopted highway. All other 
areas such as the boulevard will be managed direct and 
the maintenance costs could be borne by the occupiers 
on a floor area pro rata basis.  

A management company would be set up and the 
simplest model is one that is owned by the occupiers 
whom have a superior lease over the common areas or 
possibly the freehold if the new Council was so inclined.
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Key Design Principle Design Team Response

Garden Town

Taunton should turn to face and address the river. The Firepool 
site presents an opportunity to do this through high quality 
placemaking

The proposed masterplan addresses the river 
through both architecture and landscape. 
Active travel paths for cycling and walking 
follow the riverside. Residential buildings with 
large balconies overlook the water, alongside 
a performance venue which spills out into the 
landscape/ amphitheatre creating space for 
events down to the rivers edge.

Green corridors along the river edge and canal are an 
important link between the countryside and town centre: 
Firepool has an important role in the transition from rural to 
urban character

Where possible a 2.5-3m green edge has been 
created between existing riverbank and the 
start of the cycle/footpath, at the request of 
the EA. This continues up to Firepool Lock and 
meets with the ‘Greenway’ running through the 
centre of the site. 

Blue infrastructure should be used to link Taunton’s 
regeneration sites and the surrounding areas. This could be 
achieved through options for moorings, house boats, jetties 
and a river taxi

We have tried to balance several competing 
needs: access & maintenance requirements, 
ecological issues and bringing blue 
infrastructure into the site. Steps down to the 
river have not been possible due to the need 
to maintain an ‘untouched’ river bank at the 
request of the EA, however this doesn’t exclude 
opportunities for floating jetties.

A tree lined route along the river’s edge and Priory Bridge 
Road should be a priority

A tree line has also been provided along both 
Priory Bridge Road and Canal Road. With the 
2.5-3m additional width to the rivers edge, 
there is also an opportunity to provide a tree 
line along the river bank.

The masterplan should create open space around Firepool 
Lock that benefits from views towards the Pump House and 
Children’s Wood LNR

The masterplan creates a nodal point of open 
space at Firepool lock where the ‘Greenway’ 
and the rivers edge converge. At this point 
seating can be provided to enjoy the views of 
the lock itself.

Character areas within masterplan landscaping should be used 
to define site hierarchy

The landscape character areas have been 
the driving force of the overall masterplan 
design. The scale and significance of these 
spaces create a hierarchy through the site. The 
boulevard and amphitheatre are large pieces of 
green infrastructure, which create a focus for 
the site. As you move away from the boulevard 
the landscaping becomes smaller in scale and 
more intimate, this is especially true around the 
greenway running through the residential areas 
of the site.

Consideration of where sun and shade occur can help 
encourage use of external spaces

Streets such as the Boulevard and Greenway 
have been orientated to receive good sunlight. 
Restaurants and cafes have been located on 
the sunny side of the boulevard. Development 
blocks have been positioned to eliminate 
single aspect north facing apartments and the 
majority of apartments are now dual aspect 
corner units.

Key Design Principle Design Team Response

Garden Town

The need for safety along the river corridor should be 
balanced with ecological needs for reduced light spill

All riverside lighting has been designed to 
ensure light is thrown onto the cycle/footpaths 
and not over the river.

SUDS should be integrated into the public realm and green 
infrastructure throughout the site. Where any significant 
attenuation infrastructure is proposed, then this should be 
designed to permanently hold water so that it becomes a 
permanent and attractive feature

A large water feature is located within the 
centre of the boulevard this will be permanently 
filled with water with steps down to its edge to 
encourage people enjoy the space. Exposed 
surface water routes will run through rain 
gardens and collect within the large water 
feature.

The character, scale and naming of the major public realm 
interventions (i.e. Boulevard and plaza) should be made more 
appropriate to a ‘town’ scale (e.g. Street, square, avenue)

The amphitheatre has been reduced in scale 
and is now a more appropriate town scale, 
whilst still having the space to hold events. A 
town square has been added to the scheme 
which will be used for markets and small-scale 
events.

A public art strategy (as well as green infrastructure) should be 
used to create active spaces where people linger rather than 
just thoroughfares

A public art strategy by Gingko has been 
developed to support the masterplan and 
Southern Boulevard planning application. The 
art will be a mix of interactive and static art. 
Locations are still to be determined but should 
encourage people to sit and dwell rather than 
continue through the space.

Any on street parking should be broken up with landscape 
features

Parking bays are broken up with street trees 
and kept to the sides of the residential blocks 
where possible.

Transport & Movement

Support a shift away from car dependency by understanding 
the wider Taunton travel network and ensuring that 
the masterplan layout responds by offering convenient 
connections into the wider network

The amount of road and parking has been kept 
to the minimum to provide an efficient, forward 
thinking development, whilst also providing the 
required infrastructure for a development of 
this scale. Cycles and pedestrians are priority 
throughout the whole masterplan.

Identify how cyclists and pedestrians are likely to access the 
cricket ground and town centre (via Coal Orchard) in order to 
determine whether a new bridge parallel to Priory Bridge Road 
is justified

The previously proposed bridge has been 
removed and a scheme is being considered for 
a new bridge in the vicinity of Morrisons and 
Coal Orchard, to provide access to the Cricket 
Club.

Undertake analysis of access to public transport that 
serves the site to ensure movement through the site is fully 
considered. Safeguard the option for a future bus route along 
Canal Road by retaining a potential ‘bus gate’ across the 
boulevard

The opportunity for a future ‘bus gate’ has 
been retained along Canal Road. Bollards have 
been added to stop up the road to provide a 
safe space for pedestrians.

Given the scale and location, the site will be busy: cyclists and 
pedestrians should be segregated on key distributor routes to 
ensure everyone can move safely through and around the site

Cycles have been separated from pedestrians 
along faster routes through and around the site. 
Where possible encounters may arise, speeds 
will be much lower, and paving materials 
will be used to show that pedestrians take 
precedence.
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Transport & Movement

Routes along the riverfront will need to be designed with 
surveillance and safety strategies

Most of the cycle/footpath is now set a further 
2.5/3m away from the existing riverbank which 
provides a safer buffer to the river. The space 
will be well lit for surveillance whilst taking 
ecology issues into consideration.

Secure cycle storage, local to the user’s homes, to be 
considered to avoid underutilised large open bike stores

Each residential house has its own cycle store 
in a car port or integrated porch. Apartments 
have communal cycle stores within each block.

A strategy for car clubs and bike hire should be included There is a cycle hub located within Block 5 
which will provide the ability to hire bikes. A 
proportion of parking spaces with be allocated 
to car clubs.

Residential parking should be designed to discourage habitual 
car use

Parking has been kept to the end of terraces 
to keep cars off plots. Cycles and pedestrians 
have been made priority on site.

Surface parking courts within residential areas should be 
avoided as they are less secure and result in areas of unbroken 
hard surface

Parking has been broken up and is overlooked 
by apartments/houses.

Consider whether the existing Canal Road junction can be 
narrowed to better serve pedestrian and cycle movement

Cycles and pedestrians have been pulled 
away from the junction and provided with 
segregated paths. An appraisal of the 
opportunity to narrow the Canal Road junction 
has been undertaken and the costs of such 
works are prohibitive.  The scheme will, 
however, improve the pedestrian / cycling 
provision along Canal Road. 

Consider the needs of disabled users who need to drive (and 
park) to visit the site

Accessible parking spaces have been provided 
alongside the leisure block in Block 5 and 
the surface parking court to Block 3 which 
positions them as close as possible to the 
leisure uses on the boulevard.

Site Use / Development Mix

Establish who the target users of the Firepool area will be and 
aim to deliver a mixed-use site – living, working and visiting – in 
order to create a community

Firepool will be focused on providing high 
quality new homes and an exciting leisure 
environment that compliments the retail offer 
within the town centre. Homes and apartments 
will have a wide range of sizes to encourage a 
diverse community.

Balance a need to bring younger workers to the town, while 
catering for the established family market and potential 
‘downsizer’ market who might be attracted to the riverfront

A mix of residential unit sizes and affordability 
will be provided to encourage a diverse 
community to move to Firepool.

Look for ways to increase use of the riverside including 
amenity, recreation, education, ecology and social events. 
Locate highest value developments overlooking river

The amphitheatre will provide space for events 
near the river. The enlarged green buffer 
between the rivers edge and the cycle path will 
allow for ecology improvements. Apartment 
blocks are arranged to maximise views of the 
water.

Key Design Principle Design Team Response

Site Use / Development Mix

Undertake an analysis of the proposed plot uses to establish 
which can be made car free and rely on sustainable travel 
modes

Roads have been kept to the minimum to 
reduce car usage. Apartments in Block 4 
are car free with the majority of car parking 
allocated to family houses. Cycle and 
pedestrian routes have been provided to reach 
all parts of the site and link to sustainable 
routes beyond.

Provide a mix of green space, biodiversity, allotments, 
children’s play space on the site (where feasible within spatial 
constraints)

Green/biodiversity areas have been spread 
across the site to provide landscaping to all 
areas. Formal children play space (LEAP) is 
distributed along the rivers edge and informal 
play has been integrated into the Greenway 
and Rain Gardens.

Establish likely Housing tenures and affordable homes targets A mix of homes have been provided to allow 
for a mix of tenure to be agreed in the future.

The development mix should propose a mix of uses that are 
contemporary, sustainable, viable and futureproofed for the 
site

The development mix has been designed for 
flexibility with complimentary uses that have a 
living and leisure focus.

Each development use should be located according to 
access, scale and to provide a mixed-use development with 
complimentary uses side by side

Larger scale development blocks have been 
kept to Block 5 with access to Priory Bridge 
Road for deliveries and visitors etc.

Residential uses have been kept together, 
and generally, away from larger scale 
developments. With the smaller scale housing 
towards Firepool lock and building in height 
towards the river frontage and Block 5. 

Built Form

Spaces, the public realm and movement should be the 
driving for behind the scale and shape of development plots, 
while building form should be informed by environmental & 
sustainability factors

The public realm and cycle/pedestrian paths 
have set the shape and size of the blocks. The 
green infrastructure takes precedence when 
making decisions, this has been driven by the 
design of the southern and northern boulevard.

Storey heights should be appropriately informed and justified 
through an analysis of context and protection of heritage 
features

The scale of the development blocks has been 
informed by the surrounding buildings. Lower 
scale housing has been located near Firepool 
Lock, larger scale blocks have been located 
towards Block 5 and the river front and none 
are proposed to exceed the height of the 
existing Viridor building.

Buildings should be broken down into Character Areas 
following landscape and heritage cues

Development plots have been broken down 
with the use of different materials and scale 
of architecture. The GWR Goods Office has 
been used as a precedent for an industrial 
architectural style.
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Built Form

Houses should be arranged within development plots to 
avoid long runs of exposed back gardens which have security 
concerns and can be unattractive. Back to back houses should 
be preferred but where not possible the property should be 
designed to have dual frontage and appropriate integrated 
garden storage

Generally, all housing has been designed back-
to-back. Where gable ends are exposed the 
fenestration will be detailed to create interest.

Building form should be developed that reduces single aspect 
homes and avoids north facing single aspect dwellings entirely

There are no single aspect north facing 
dwellings on the site. Any single aspect 
dwellings are either south facing or enjoy 
attractive east/west views (or both).

Sustainability

A zero-carbon vision for the site to be integral to all decisions. 
An energy hierarchy should be followed to ensure all 
techniques identified flow as part of that hierarchy

Development plots, orientation and building 
have been designed to reduce energy use 
through passive means. Ambitious targets 
will be followed to ensure energy efficient 
construction, and opportunities for onsite 
renewables and low carbon heat networks are 
already being identified.

Follow the principals of “Towards Zero Carbon Buildings” in 
the emerging Districtwide Design Guide

The Emerging Districtwide Design Guide has 
been reviewed within the masterplan report 
and any relevant principles integrated.

Identify potential energy-related opportunities such as district 
heat network, hydro, water source heat pumps, roof-mounted 
solar, DC share

A potential district heating energy centre 
(water source heat pump) has been included 
within the riverfront building on Block 1. PVs 
can be accommodated on the roof of most 
blocks

Facilitate sustainable, active travel as default through internal 
site layout design and ensure suitable connections are made 
onto the current wider Taunton travel network

A perimeter cycle route has been provided 
around the entire site linking into the existing 
wider Taunton network. The perimeter cycle 
paths break off into the site at various key 
locations to allow visitors to link into the site at 
the required point. This encourages the use of 
the cycle network in and around the site.

Whole life embodied carbon should be considered when 
deciding on a site-wide material palette

Materials suggested on the buildings and public 
realm have been chosen to be low embodied 
carbon and or readily available locally. Brick 
is proposed as the most widely used cladding 
material on the buildings which has a relatively 
low embodied carbon value.

Building form should be designed around sun path to optimise 
solar gain and shading to suit building uses.

There are no north facing single aspect 
dwellings on the site. And built form of houses 
has been orientated east to west to suit 
principles of Passivhaus.

Opportunities to adopt Passivhaus standards, particularly in 
housing, should be implemented

Windows and large areas of south facing 
glazing have been kept to a minimum, where 
it does occur, required shading has been 
provided.

Key Design Principle Design Team Response

Sustainability

Explore opportunities for on-site biodiversity net gain Habitat creation/expansion along the rivers 
edge has been encouraged by widening 
the river bank landscape buffer and chosen 
planting will encourage this further.

Heritage

The area is historic and an understanding of key heritage 
buildings both designated and non-designated should inform 
the masterplan (analysis should include reference to the 
Historic Environment Record)

Views and routes to heritage assets have 
been retained or created. The Greenway has 
been located to provide a clear route through 
to Firepool lock and the pumphouse. The 
boulevard splays to create views of church 
towers. The GWR Goods Office has been used 
as an industrial architectural precedent for the 
new apartment buildings.

Conservation areas should be identified to assess any impacts 
on them due to development

A full assessment has been provided within 
this design report and the separate Heritage 
Report.

The masterplan should enhance views of the church towers. 
the scale of proposed buildings should not cause harm to 
the setting of churches and listed buildings. Historic England 
should be consulted on the impact.

Historic England have been consulted and a 
workshop has taken place. The views churches 
and listed buildings have been framed within 
the site to give them further standing in the 
setting of Taunton.

The River Tone, Bridgwater and Taunton Canal, and Railways 
have all shaped the site (both physically and through historic 
uses).  This history should inform site placemaking, character 
and naming by creating references to heritage.

The river and canal are both important aspects 
of the current masterplan and efforts have 
been made to enhance their setting within 
the site. The Greenway and rivers edge path 
have been created to provide links to these 
important assets from all parts of the site.

Heritage narrative should be provided to determine if the 
works that comprise the masterplan are enough to trigger 
impacts to on-site or off-site assets (without evidence a full 
SEA may be required)

A heritage report has been completed and 
assesses the impact of the masterplan on the 
surrounding site. An SEA is being undertaken.
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